






















Structures and Transitions of Miyatorion Described in “Ryukyu-koku yurai-ki”
Abstract?The objective of this study is to illustrate the foundation and transition of utaki in 
Yaeyama by investigating the origins of the utaki called Miyatorion recorded in “Ryukyu-koku 
yurai-ki”?Record of the Origins of the Ryukyu Kingdom?and its present day structure. Still 
today, it is considered taboo in Yaeyama to talk about the utaki and the gods, which continue to 
inspire awe in the people. Attempts to uncover?expose?the identity of the gods even led to 
instances to violence in some regions. Therefore, studies of utaki over the years were mainly 







core of the subject matter.
?Nevertheless, scholars of the past have worked hard to produce results and have accumulated 
findings to a certain degree.
?Around the time of the reversion of Okinawa to Japan, depopulation progressed due to severe 
droughts that devastated the area. Moreover, the penetration of new religions greatly changed 
ideas surrounding utaki. However, this was not a new trend. The villagers themselves offered the 
sacred area of Miyatorion for the construction of schools and monuments to the loyal dead. 
Teachings about utaki such as those that forbade people from breaking or damaging trees or tak-
ing them home had already changed and disappeared from the minds of people after the abolition 
of feudal domains and establishment of prefectures. Nevertheless, utaki still inspire a sense of 
reverence, and with the progress of urbanization, there is now a sense of urgency that they must 
be studied and recorded.
?Miyatorion is located in the central area of Ishigaki City, and communities that formed and 
expanded around it gave birth to four villages, which developed into urban areas. The objective 
of this research is to investigate the origin of the utaki and each of its structures from the stand-
point of not only religion and folklore but also history and archaeology to uncover the way in 
which the utaki was formed and developed.
　“Ryukyu-koku yurai-ki” describes the time of the divine manifestation, which poses the question 
of the calendar and the reference to “Tora no Hi”?Day of the Tiger?. There is also the question 
of why a torii gate was built, when the area in front of the ibi already established the bounds of 
the sacred area. The issue of the name of gods and the names of ibi?sacred objects of worship?
has also not been explained. People in Miyakojima referred to the names of gods and goddesses, 
and there are instances where people in Yaeyama did so as well. However, the names of gods 
and the names of ibi are mentioned in “Ryukyu-koku yurai-ki.” Such questions will be raised and 
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